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1 Introduction 
First-hand accounts of all current events are not possible for individuals to 
experience; they must rely primarily on the news media to be the lens through which they 
view and interpret these current events.  As a result, the media can have substantial 
influence on how individuals perceive and place significance on current events and, in 
turn, how they might personally respond to these events.  Historically, the media has 
reported current events through newspaper, radio, and television, with news delivery 
occurring at regular intervals and times throughout the day; however, in the past ten 
years, websites that deliver news have emerged as a medium by which individuals can 
also obtain information on current events.  Unlike previous news delivery media, online 
news is delivered and updated at a much faster pace and the consumer has greater control 
with respect to how often they will obtain news. 
 News websites are structured by grouping news stories under the category that they 
are most similar to: for example, a story about an NFL football team would most likely 
be displayed under the “Sports” category.   Other examples of these categories include 
“U.S.”, “Entertainment”, and “Business”. One particular category that consists of news 
stories from all other categories is the “Top Story” category.  This category includes the 
stories that the website has deemed the most important for a particular date and time.  
The headlines for these “Top Stories” are given prominent display on the news website’s
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main page, making them the most likely story headlines that a reader will encounter 
while visiting the site.   
The goal of this master’s thesis project was twofold.  The first goal was to 
investigate whether or not text mining techniques, specifically automatic document 
classification, could be used to classify news stories into their website-assigned news 
category based on the text contained in the story headline.  The automatic classification 
process occurred in two steps.  In the first step, supervised learning was conducted on 
news headlines using the website-assigned news category as the target variable in order 
to build models that would classify new instances of online news headlines.  The second 
step in this process used the models developed during the supervised learning process to 
classify each website’s “Top Story” headlines into the specific categories (e.g., Politics).  
“Top Story” headlines are a subset of a news website’s total headlines, but which do not 
have a distinct website-assigned category (e.g., Sports) when drawn specifically from the 
“Top Story” feed.  The second goal of this thesis was to utilize the results from the “Top 
Story” classification to determine which categories news websites most often present as 
“Top Stories”.  Based on these goals, the research questions for this project were: 
1. Can online news headlines be automatically classified into their correct news 
category using only the text contained in the headline? 
2. Which news categories are most often presented as “Top Stories” on news 
websites? 
By determining which news story categories are most often represented among “Top 
Story” headlines, a more complete picture of the types of current events online news 
consumers are most often exposed to can be developed.  This is important because “Top 
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Story” headlines, given their high visibility on news websites, may directly affect 
individual perceptions of what current events are occurring, which current events are 
most important, and how they, as individuals, will respond to these events.  Finally, this 
research provides additional insight regarding the emphasis that news websites place on 
certain news categories. 
2 Literature Review 
In this section, I discuss media’s role in informing individuals about news events, 
how coverage of news events can affect individual opinions and belief systems, the rise 
and adoption of online news, and how online news has changed news consumption 
habits. 
2.1 Relationship of the Media to Individuals 
2.1.1 Media and Democracy 
The media is the primary means by which individuals learn about current events 
in their community, state, nation, and the world.  It is impossible for individuals to 
experience every news event firsthand and thus, they must rely on the media to report and 
explain these events.  As a result, individuals largely come to understand the world based 
on how the media portrays it to exist, as opposed to how it might actually exist or how 
they, as individuals, would perceive it to exist were they to experience the event firsthand 
(Schaeffer, 1976; Dalton et. al., 1998).  In this paradigm, the media has a primary role in 
educating and informing citizens about events and issues that affect them and, 
consequently, the media can have a large impact on a society’s overall functioning. 
An informed populace is often cited as an important feature for a democracy to 
function effectively and citizens in a democracy have a duty to first obtain public events 
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information and then to act on that information in a public context such as political 
elections (Berelson, 1952 as cited in Tewksbury, 2003; Schudson, 1998 as cited in 
Tewksbury, 2003).  By developing knowledge on current events, citizens are able to 
make better informed decisions about issues that affect or concern them.  For example, if, 
through news reports, an individual learns about a policy enacted by an elected body that 
they do not agree with, the citizen has better information with which to petition to have 
the policy changed than had they not seen the news reports.  In the United States, the 
media has been, and is currently, the primary means by which citizens obtain current 
events information; and the media is responsible for reporting current events as 
accurately as possible to provide citizens the opportunity stay informed of current events.  
Historically, however, blame has been placed on both the media and individuals for a 
general lack of public affairs knowledge (Price & Zaller, 1993). 
2.1.2 Agenda Setting 
Given the media’s prominent role in informing individuals of current events, it 
follows that there is a high likelihood that the events citizens are most aware of and 
perceive to be important could be skewed based on the frequency with which the media 
reports a story or set of issues. Researchers have studied this paradigm, known as agenda 
setting, for many years (McCombs and Shaw, 1968; Jordan, 1993; Erbring et al., 2001).  
McCombs and Shaw (1968) investigated agenda-setting effects among Chapel Hill voters 
during the 1968 presidential election by comparing voters’ key campaign issues with 
mass media coverage of these issues during the campaign.  Although their study did not 
prove an agenda setting function, it did show that aggregate voter campaign issue 
preferences were highly correlated with aggregate media emphasis on these issues.  
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Jordan (1993) examined New York Times news coverage of U.S. foreign and domestic 
policy to understand how different media actors (e.g., editorials, expert commentary) 
affect public opinion and found that different actors had varying degrees of impact on 
public opinion.  For example, an expert news story with a positive view of the issue at 
hand was associated with 2 percentage points of opinion change.  Both of these studies 
had one major drawback, in that, they approached agenda setting using a ‘mirror-image’ 
effect by trying to tie an overall match between the media’s coverage of a set of issues to 
the public’s attitude toward that issue.   
Erbring et al. (2001) argue that this ‘mirror-image’ approach ignores the fact that 
issue importance arises from more than just the media and does not take into account 
other factors, such as individual sensitivity regarding a particular issue and the 
community context in which an individual lives.  Their study of agenda setting 
considered other factors and found that, along with media coverage, these factors, 
specifically informal social communication, do affect individual agendas (Erbring et al., 
2001).  Another recent agenda setting study which examined how study subjects’ agendas 
differed based on exposure to the print and online versions of the New York Times 
revealed that participants adjusted their overall perception of which topics and events 
were important based partially on the stories that had been featured (Althaus and 
Tewksbury, 2002).  In summary, while the media is not the only factor which can affect 
individual perceptions of issue importance, there is strong evidence that the media does 
play a significant role in shaping and modifying individual agendas. 
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2.1.3 Media and New Communication Technologies 
Historically, current events have been reported by newspaper, radio, and 
television at regular times and intervals throughout the day.  This tradition has been 
radically altered by the rise of the 24-hour news cycle, which dramatically increased the 
tempo, quantity, and scope of news delivery.  For example, cable news channels provide 
news constantly during the day, such that government leaders often learn about world 
events through the media before they are appraised of these events through their own 
diplomatic channels or intelligence sources.  More recently, online news has emerged as 
a delivery medium that can provide even quicker turnarounds for reporting the news 
(Feist, 2001; McNair, 2003).  Early forecasts considered the World Wide Web to be a 
democratizing force as individuals would have more direct access to information 
previously unavailable or controlled by another authority (Corrado, 1996 as cited in 
Tewksbury, 2003), however, this prediction has come under attack in recent years 
(McChesney, 1999; Paterson, 2006). 
 McNair (2003) further argues that these new communication technologies have 
confused the media’s status and maintains that, whereas the media has traditionally 
helped maintain control and order in society through controlled news reporting, these 
new technologies (e.g., blogs) remove some of that control over the flow of information.  
Market pressures have also forced media companies to both explore new ways of 
retaining consumers and reducing costs which has drastically altered the traditional role 
played by the media in individuals’ lives.  These trends have caused the media to become 
an agent of chaos instead of control with the result that individuals are bombarded with 
greater quantities of news than ever before, yet, the quality and veracity of this news is 
often suspect, which can lead to a confused or misinformed populace (McNair, 2003). 
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2.1.4 The Role of Headlines 
Kronrod and Engel (2000) state that headlines should supply the reader with the 
major information contained in story, and at the same time persuade the individual to 
read the whole story.  Their research on headlines was situated in the context of 
Accessibility Theory, which posits that referring expressions, such as headlines, provide 
cues to the individual regarding the cost of retrieving a specific set of information stored 
in the individual’s memory.  In their headline study of three Israeli newspapers, one a 
subscription paper and the other two tabloid papers, they sought to determine if headlines 
varied by newspaper type.  After analyzing the headlines, they found that there were no 
differences in headline structure between the two types of newspapers; however, 
however, the two types of newspapers did differ in the number of headlines, with the 
tabloid newspapers having more pictures and color and fewer headlines than the 
subscription newspaper.  This finding was attributed to the fact that tabloid newspapers, 
which do not have a subscription base to rely on for generating revenue, must compete on 
a daily basis with other tabloid newspapers to attract readers’ attention (Kronrod and 
Engel, 2000). 
Dor (2003) describes headlines as relevance optimizers and states that a headline’s 
role is to negotiate between the reader and the full story.  After studying the headline 
creation process for an Israeli newspaper, he identified ten properties that headlines 
should strive to meet including: conciseness, explicitness, interestingness, containing new 
information, not presupposing information unknown to the reader, including names and 
concepts with high ‘news value’, not including names and concepts with low ‘news 
value’, connecting the story to previously known facts, connecting the story to prior 
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expectations and assumptions, and framing the story in an appropriate fashion (Dor, 
2003). 
2.2 Rise of Online News 
2.2.1 General Trends 
While ‘traditional’ media such as television and radio will likely never disappear 
completely, there has been an increase over the past decade in both the number of news 
websites and the individuals who obtain some portion of their total news consumption 
form them.  According to the 2007 State of the News Media report, the percentage of 
individuals who have ever obtained news from online sources has remained consistently 
between 60-70% since 2000, while the percentage of individuals who reported getting 
online news yesterday hovered between 20-30%.  Finally, in 2006, 76% of online news 
consumers, who were online for other reasons, incidentally read news as well (Project for 
Excellence in Journalism, 2007a) which seems to indicate that individuals browse online 
news rather than specifically going online to obtain news.   
Examples of news websites include CNN.com, MSNBC.com, and Google™ news 
and there is a continuing trend for news websites sites to be dominated by large media 
companies.  In 2005, the one-hundred largest revenue-producing media companies owned 
sixteen of the twenty most popular online news sites. For example, Time Warner owns 
CNN.com and AOL News, the third and fourth most popular news websites, respectively 
(Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2007a). 
2.2.2 Online News Website Structure 
News websites group stories in a hierarchical fashion under news categories that 
are accessible by using navigation buttons to access a particular category’s main 
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webpage.  Examples of these categories include Sports, Entertainment, US News, Health, 
and Politics.  Organizing the news website in a hierarchical fashion is necessary because 
the amount of screen space available to display stories is far less than the amount of 
content posted on the website at any one time.  Likewise, categorizing the stories makes 
it easier for the reader to find articles that meet their interest.  In this respect, a news 
website is very similar to a traditional newspaper where the majority of stories are located 
on pages within the paper.  News websites, similar to newspapers, also place stories they 
deem most important for a particular date or time on the website’s main page.  These 
stories are categorized as a “Top Story”, as well as being placed in one or more other new 
categories.  For example, a website might categorize a story about the Superbowl as a 
“Top Story” and a “Sports” story.   
The previously mentioned increase in tempo of online news is given additional 
insight by a 2005 study conducted by Kutz and Herring.  The purpose of this study was to 
develop an information retrieval methodology for research involving news websites due 
to the dynamic and rapidly changing nature of news websites.  They investigated the 
types of changes made to online news headlines by categorizing them as new, 
clarifications, retractions, updates, repeats, and ideological changes.  The analysis 
revealed that websites revised online news headlines most often to better clarify the 
headline, as well as to add a more ideological slant.  The study also found that although 
changes to these sites were made every hour, there was a distinct increase in the number 
of changes between 7am and 2pm and after 7pm (Kutz & Herring, 2005). 
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2.2.3   Types of Online News Websites 
Despite a common structure, there are several distinct types of news websites 
based on where the stories they carry originate.  The first type of news websites I discuss 
are portal sites such as Yahoo! News and America Online.  A distinctive characteristic of 
these sites is that news is not their primary purpose and they have a wide variety of 
content, in addition to containing news.  The news stories carried by these sites are 
provided primarily by wire organizations such as the Associated Press or Reuters with no 
original reporting.  Similar to these sites, in the sense that there is no original reporting, is 
Google News.  Unlike other portal-type sites, Google News aggregates news stories from 
more than 4,500 English-language news sources worldwide using algorithms.  The 
algorithms select stories based on how often and on what site they appear.  Once 
aggregated, the Google News groups the stories together and links them to each story’s 
source website. 
Another style of news websites is strictly news-oriented, with many having 
television-based counterparts.  Examples of these news websites include CNN.com, 
MSNBC.com, and BBCOnline.com.  Each of these sites has a television counterpart that 
preceded the website.  Similar to the portal-type sites, these sites utilize wire services for 
some of their stories, but they also have original stories, as well as online versions of their 
television programs.  For example, MSNBC.com has a sub page for NBC’s “Meet The 
Press” Sunday talk show program where the user can watch video clips from the 
television program. 
The final type of news websites that I highlight is traditional newspapers that have 
developed an online presence.  The most popular example of this type of site is the New 
York Times Online.  These sites look more like a newspaper than other types of news 
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websites and are, in many cases, very similar to their print counterpart.  These sites have 
a majority of original reporting and often require a “subscription” to read some of the 
original content, specifically content such as syndicated columns.  
2.2.4 Impact of Online News 
Abramson, Arterton, and Orren (1988), as cited in Tewksbury, 2003,  argued that 
the new media would increase the quality of democracies by increasing information 
availability to the general public.  This view has come under criticism in recent years, 
especially given the trends toward media consolidation.  Although there is an abundance 
of online news available for individuals to consume, criticism has been leveled with 
respect to the actual quality and diversity of this news.  This criticism is based on the fact 
that many news websites use the same wire services as the source for their news content 
without adding any original journalism, resulting in an appearance of news diversity 
without actual diversity.  Finally, a dependence on wire stories leaves the discourse on 
public/global events determined in large part by the Associated Press and Reuters 
(Paterson, 2006).  The oft-stated reason for this reliance on wire services is that news 
websites want breaking news and are willing to publish ‘thin’ stories and then augment 
them as more information arrives; however, using wire stories also appeals to news 
website because it reduces the costs of having paid journalists produce stories specifically 
for their website (Patterson, 2006; Kutz & Herring, 2005).   
While it is logical to believe that individuals could obtain a more diverse view of 
issues and events because of the increased amount of news available on the Internet, there 
is growing evidence to suggest that the Internet will not actually contribute to a more 
informed populace.  This viewpoint argues that there is little actual diversity in both the 
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online news that is available and the online news that individuals choose to consume 
(Paterson, 2006).  This argument is strengthened by evidence which shows that World 
Wide Web users cluster around a few websites that are owned by large media 
conglomerates (Nielsen/Net Ratings, 2002 as cited in Tewksbury, 2003; Paterson, 2006).  
Critics argue that this paradigm results in a majority of online news consumers receiving 
the same news. Conversely, instead of increasing the number of viewpoints that 
individuals are exposed to online, there has been concern that new technology, such as 
online news, will actually fragment society.  Katz (1996) argues that, unlike radio and 
television of years past, new technologies such as online news do not provide the nation a 
central ‘meeting space’ to hear and discuss important issues and events, which leads to a 
more segmented society as individuals selectively expose themselves to only the 
information they are interested in.   
2.2.5 Types of Online News Stories Most Often Accessed 
To understand if readers of online news are less likely to be exposed to more 
diverse types of stories online, it is important to determine the types of stories that are 
most often selected for reading.  Research conducted by Althaus and Tewksbury (2002) 
found that readers of the New York Times online were less likely than their print 
counterparts to read international, national, and political stories.  A similar study by 
Tewksbury (2003), which analyzed page view data from Nielsen//NetRatings found that 
national, world, politics, opinion/editorial, and state/local news combined had roughly the 
same percentage of page views as sports, and that entertainment and features content 
together accounted for the same amount of page views as current affairs content.  An eye 
tracking study by Lewenstein et al. (2000), which tracked the eye movements of 67 
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subjects in two cities to determine what types of online news were read most often, found 
that 80% of the study subjects read disaster and crime-related stories first, followed by 
stories based on their personal interests.   
2.2.6 Online News Reading Patterns 
Research has shown that readers of online news skim headlines more often and 
only read complete stories when a story is of particular interest to them (Althaus & 
Tewksbury, 2002; Holmqvist et al., 2003).  This is consistent with the previously 
mentioned eye tracking study conducted by Lewenstein et al. 2000), which found that the 
most important design aspect of news websites is to present interesting headlines.  In this 
study, text was the first “item” on the page scanned by the study participants and post-
study interviews revealed that individuals chose particular articles because they 
“…noticed the brief (or headline) and it seemed interesting” (Lewenstein et al., 2000).  
Barthelson (2001) conducted a similar eye-tracking study and determined that 59% of 
total fixation time was spent in the middle of the webpage, which contained the 
headlines, briefs, and photos.  Findings from this study also showed that text was the 
primary focus for readers and that full articles were read only when the reader was 
specifically interested (Barthelson, 2001).   
Online news readers also appear to consume online news in short bursts.  
Participants in Barthelson’s (2001) study indicated that their main purpose in visiting 
news websites was to quickly update themselves on news that may have occurred since 
their last visit and they spent an average of about six minutes reading online news during 
breaks in work tasks.  Study participants also noted in a post-study debriefing that the 
Internet encourages quick skimming and is not designed to spend long periods of time 
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reading in detail (Barthelson, 2001).  This finding is consistent with the State of the 
Media 2007 report which also found that individuals spent about six minutes obtaining 
online news.   
2.3 Text Mining 
2.3.1 Overview 
Text mining draws from several different disciplines, including information 
retrieval, traditional data mining, natural language processing, and computational 
linguistics.  Its similarity to each of these fields has resulted in misinformation and 
confusion as to what really constitutes text mining.  Scholars argue that text mining, like 
traditional data mining, should derive meaningful, previously unknown information from 
natural language text (Witten, 2005; Hearst, 1999).  Hearst (1999), in particular, points 
out that text mining is not the same as information retrieval, which is interested in 
returning relevant documents based on a user query because the information retrieval 
process does not produce previously unknown information.    
As opposed to traditional data mining, which relies on structured data contained 
in large databases, text mining utilizes the type of data that humans most often 
communicate with, natural language text.  For example, e-mails, journal articles, and new 
stories are all potential data sources for text mining tasks and it has been estimated that 
85% of an organization’s total data is stored as unstructured text (Robb, 2004).  Text 
mining also draws heavily from computational linguistics, a field which conducts 
statistics over document corpora in order to find useful patterns within the text, these 
patterns ultimately become inputs text mining tasks.   
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Finally, advances in natural language processing have allowed text mining to 
become applicable in real world settings.  In order for text mining to be usable in a 
variety of contexts and settings, the inherently complex structure of natural language 
texts must be interpretable by a machine and natural language processing research has 
allowed this to become a reality.  Although the data sources are different, common text 
mining tasks are very similar to traditional data mining and include clustering, 
classification, and prediction.  While clustering and classification themselves do not 
result in previously unknown information with regard to the documents, they do allow 
large corpora of documents to be summarized and labeled, which provides additional 
insight to both the document’s producers and consumers (Hearst, 1999).     
2.3.2 Text Mining and Automatic Document Classification 
Document classification is a time consuming task that has historically been 
completed by humans.  The advent of the World Wide Web, combined with today’s 
information-driven economy, has generated substantial interest in the automatic 
classification of these documents in order to save time and money.  Thus, a great deal of 
research using text mining to classify documents has been conducted already and has 
proven that automatic classification by machines is viable.  Dumais et al. (1998) and 
Calvo et al.(2004) successfully classified articles from the Reuters collection.  Yang 
(2001) performed automatic classification on medical documents tagged with the Medical 
Subject Headings (MeSH) taxonomy and Marchionini et al. (2005) classified web pages 
from the Bureau of Labor and Statistics’ website.  In 2006, Newman et al. used statistical 
topic models and named-entity recognizers to analyze the occurrence of entities and 
topics in approximately 330,000 New York Times news articles. 
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 Automatic document classification has also been conducted using the SAS Text 
Miner and Enterprise Miner tools.  De Ville (2006) classified warranty records for Volvo 
International based first on 12 distinct warranty codes and then expanded the analysis to 
over 1900 warranty codes.  Reincke (2003) has used SAS Text Miner to develop a text 
mining application which automatically identifies and ranks scientific articles as they are 
published. 
2.4 Literature Review Summary 
In summary, the literature with respect to online news indicates that online news 
consumers visit a small number of websites to obtain news and that there is considerable 
overlap between the news that these websites contain.  This trend may point to a 
paradigm whereby online news consumers get a lot of repetition in their news diet, 
regardless of which site or sites they access.  Research over several decades has shown 
that the media does have an impact on individual perceptions of what issues and events 
are important, and it follows that online news would have a similar impact.  Within news 
website homepages, “Top Stories” are the most visible headlines and, based on eye 
tracking studies, they have a greater chance of being seen by the user.  This notion is 
strengthened by the fact that most users obtain online news in small quantities at regular 
intervals throughout the day, which indicates that they are less likely to delve deep into a 
news website’s structure for other stories. Therefore, it seems likely that users would 
view all items on a site’s homepage and then select a few items that are of most interest 
to them for more in depth reading.   
The literature review results motivate this study because, if these propositions are 
true, the news topics most frequently pushed by news websites as “Top Stories” could be 
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key drivers of individual perceptions regarding the events and issues that are most 
important.  While, it is beyond the scope of this study to address “Top Story” headlines 
affects on individual perceptions of important issues and events, an initial step in 
unpacking this issue is to develop a more complete understanding of the news topics that 
are most often presented to individuals as “Top Stories”. 
3 Research Design and Methods 
3.1 Overview 
This section describes the overall approach used to investigate whether text mining 
techniques can be used to automatically classify online news story headlines and what 
news categories are most often represented as “Top Stories”.  To accomplish these 
objectives, the following steps were taken. 
1. Online news sites were selected based on type and popularity 
2. News story headlines from these sites were downloaded using each site’s 
RSS feeds  
3. Downloaded headlines were imported into an MS Access database, cleaned, 
and descriptive statistics run 
4. Text mining pre-processing was completed using SAS Text Miner  
5. Supervised learning was conducted using headlines with a known1 category 
6. Results of the supervised learning task were applied to new “Top Story” 
headlines and Top Story headlines were also matched to the respective story 
with a news category 
 
Each of these steps is described in detail in the following sections. 
3.2 News Website Selection 
Two criteria were used to select the news websites included in this study from 
which news headlines would be collected.  The first criterion was that, over time, the 
website consistently be one of the most popular news websites, in terms of viewers, on 
the World Wide Web.  By having the most viewers, there is greater reason to believe that 
                                                 
1 “known” here means that the headline had a website-assigned specific category (e.g., Sports) that was 
used to train the model (e.g., a learning instance) 
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the headlines from these sites, in particular the “Top Story” headlines, would get more 
views than other websites and could potentially influence a larger number of individuals.  
The second criterion was that the selected websites represent a variety of the types of 
news websites described in Section 2.2.3. 
Based on the above criteria, Yahoo! News, CNN.com, the New York Times 
online, and the BBC online were the four news websites selected for this study2.   Two 
sources, Alexa.com and the annual State of the Media reports, were used to obtain the 
popularity rankings for each of these websites.  Each of the four selected sites has been 
consistently in the top 20 of the most popular news websites according to both Alexa.com 
and the annual State of the Media reports (see Table 3-1). The selected websites also 
provide a broad spectrum of the various types of news websites individuals use on a daily 
basis: a portal site, a news-only site, an international news website, and a traditional 
newspaper’s website. 
Table  3-1. Popularity Rankings of Selected News Websites 
Site Alexa.com State of the Media 
Yahoo! News 1 1 
BBC News Online 3 20 
CNN.com 4 3 
New York Times Online 8 6 
3.3 Data Collection 
Headlines from the four selected websites were downloaded using each site’s 
Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feeds (Table 3-2 shows the RSS feeds downloaded for 
each site).  RSS feeds are used by all major news websites as a means of pushing site 
content such as links, headlines, and article summaries to users.  Fairon (2006) has 
previously described using RSS feeds to develop specialized corpora.   
            
                                                 
2http://news.yahoo.com; http://www.cnn.com; http://www.nytimes.com; http://news.bbc.co.uk 
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Table  3-2. RSS Feeds Downloaded by Site 
Feed Category BBC CNN New York Times Yahoo! Category Total Feeds  
Arts   ●  1 
Business ● ● ● ● 4 
Education ● ● ●  3 
Entertainment ● ●  ● 3 
Health ● ● ● ● 4 
Iraq    ● 1 
Mideast Conflict    ● 1 
Odd  ●  ● 2 
Politics ● ●  ● 3 
Politics - Elections    ● 1 
Science ● ● ● ● 4 
Sports  ● ● ● 3 
Technology ● ● ● ● 4 
Terrorism    ● 1 
Top Stories ● ● ● ● 4 
Travel  ●   1 
US  ● ● ● 3 
UK ●    1 
World ● ● ● ● 4 
Total Feeds per Site 10 13 10 15 48 
 
Feed titles derive their name from each website’s news categories3 and each 
headline can be assigned to more than one feed.  Thus, each headline could have been 
downloaded more than once, depending on how many categories each story was assigned 
to and how often the headline appeared in each feed.  For example, a story about Iraq 
could have been assigned to the “World” and “Terrorism” categories and a headline 
about a plunge in the stock market may have appeared multiple times during the day.  
Stories assigned to each website’s “Top Story” feed are a subset of stories from the 
specific feed categories.  This structure made it possible to classify “Top Story” 
headlines, since there is a known value for the specific feed category for each top story. 
As an example, Figure 3-1 depicts the RSS page for Yahoo! News, which consists of the 
RSS feed category title on the left side and links to the actual feed for each category on 
the right.   
                                                 
3 Feed category and news category refer to the same entity 
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Figure  3-1. Sample RSS Feed Page from Yahoo! News 
 
News websites output RSS feeds as XML files, which can be downloaded 
automatically on a recurring basis using news aggregator software.  Figure 3-2 shows a 
sample XML file used to store RSS feed data.  Each downloaded headline contained the 
following data elements: headline, date published, author, link, description.  The XML 
structure is beneficial because it facilitates import into standard database software and the 
structured nature of the data ensures data collection across all headlines. 
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Figure  3-2. Downloaded XML Feed File Download using RSS Bandit 
 
News aggregator software collects website content by linking to RSS feeds from 
each website and then downloading the RSS feeds on a user-specified recurring basis.  
This feature eliminates the need for specialized programs to extract headlines from each 
website.  This study used RSS Bandit4, a free news aggregator, to download headlines 
from each website (see Figure 3-3 for a screen shot of RSS Bandit).  Headlines from the 
specific feed categories (e.g., Sports), which formed the supervised learning datasets 
were downloaded at 15-minute intervals between April 23, 2007 and July 31, 20075.  
Headlines from the “Top Story” feed and the specific feed categories (e.g., Sports) from 
each site were also downloaded at 15-minute intervals between September 30, 2007 and 
October 14, 2007.  This second set of headlines was used to determine which news 
categories are most often represented as Top Stories.   The 15-minute download interval 
                                                 
4 http://www.rssbandit.com  
5 Henceforth referred to as “three month data” or “supervised learning data” 
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was selected because website content changes repeatedly within a given hour and this 
strategy is similar to that employed by Kutz and Herring (2005) in that it downloads the 
RSS feeds on a short time interval to capture rapidly changing headlines. 
Figure  3-3. RSS Bandit Interface 
 
3.4 Data Pre-processing 
3.4.1 Importing and Cleaning 
After data collection, the XML feed files containing the downloaded headlines 
and associated data were imported into an MS Access database.  Upon import, each 
headline was coded with its website of origin and news category (e.g., Business).  For 
instances where the same feed category had a slightly different naming convention across 
website, the feed names were standardized.  For example, the “Odd” feed category from 
CNN.com and the “Offbeat” category from Yahoo! were resolved to the feed category of 
“Odd”.  To obtain a true date and time field, the “Date Published” text field was parsed 
into its atomic elements and then reassembled into distinct date and time fields.   
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The newly created date field was checked and found to contain a few headlines 
with published dates between the years of 2003 and 2006.  Specifically, CNN.com had 10 
headlines from 2005 and BBC.com had 19 headlines with dates between 2003 and 2006.  
These records were deleted since they did not meet the time period criterion for the 
downloaded headlines.  Prior to deletion, several of the headlines were verified by 
searching the World Wide Web to make sure that the story was indeed prior to 2007 and 
not an error with the Date Published field.  All of the examined headlines were found to 
represent stories prior to 2007.  Six additional Yahoo! headlines were deleted because the 
headline only contained the term “(AP)” and no additional text. 
3.4.2 Duplicate Checks 
  Two levels of duplicate checking was performed on the supervised learning data 
before a final analysis dataset was produced.  Headlines from the “Top Story” feeds from 
each website were not checked for duplicates, beyond ensuring that there was not a 
headline with the exact same website, date, and time, because these headlines were 
intended to be used to better understand how often headlines from each category are 
assigned as “Top Stories”.  The first duplicate check counted headlines by website, feed 
category, date, and time.  Headlines that resulted in counts greater than one during this 
check indicated that a headline was downloaded from the exact same website, feed 
category, date, and time more than once and the duplicate records (n<10) were removed.  
After this initial duplicate check, the downloaded headlines each represented a distinct 
website, feed category, date, and time.   
The second level of duplicate checking counted how many headlines, based on 
the title, from a specific website and feed category were duplicated, regardless of the date 
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and time.  A flag variable was then used to isolate any duplicates so that within a single 
website and feed category each headline was represented only once.  The feed-specific 
duplicate headlines were excluded from the supervised learning dataset because each 
additional identical instance provided duplicative information, which did not add any 
value to the supervised learning task (see de Ville, 2006).  Duplicates identified from the 
level two check represented an average of 3.5% of the total number of headlines for each 
category and 4% over all downloaded headlines.  Yahoo! News had the highest 
percentage of duplicates (6%), but it also had the highest number of downloaded 
headlines and the BBC Online had the smallest number of duplicates at 1.4%.  Table 3-3 
on the following page details the final number of downloaded headlines by website and 
feed category with and without duplicates removed. 
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Table  3-3. Downloaded Headlines by Website and Feed  
Website Feed Category 
# of 
Downloaded 
Headlines 
# of Within 
Feed 
Duplicates  
Final # of 
Headlines 
for 
Analysis 
Duplicates as a % of 
Total Feed 
Headlines 
Business 1,656 8 1,648 0.48% 
Education 357 2 355 0.56% 
Entertainment 1,055 1 1,054 0.09% 
Health 731 2 729 0.27% 
Politics 1,212 95 1,117 7.84% 
Science 534 2 532 0.37% 
Technology 430 1 429 0.23% 
UK 4,608 66 4,542 1.43% 
World 3,259 16 3,243 0.49% 
BBC 
Online 
 
BBC Total 13,842 193 13,649 1.39% 
Business 3,020 125 2,895 4.14% 
Education 185 1 184 0.54% 
Entertainment 551 4 547 0.73% 
Health 288 3 285 1.04% 
Odd 92 2 90 2.17% 
Politics 561 2 559 0.36% 
Science 184 2 182 1.09% 
Sports 1,621 8 1,613 0.49% 
Technology 252 4 248 1.59% 
Travel 240 5 235 2.08% 
US 804 20 784 2.49% 
World 949 11 938 1.16% 
CNN.com 
 
CNN Total 8,747 187 8,560 2.14% 
Arts 899 50 849 5.56% 
Business 3,156 66 3,090 2.09% 
Education 242 1 241 0.41% 
Health 435 2 433 0.46% 
Science 396 5 391 1.26% 
Sports 1,482 29 1,453 1.96% 
Technology 723 4 719 0.55% 
US 1,143 67 1,076 5.86% 
World 1,376 187 1,189 13.59% 
New 
York 
Times 
 
NYT Total 9,852 411 9,441 4.17% 
Business 1,796 81 1,715 4.51% 
Entertainment 3,562 236 3,326 6.63% 
Health 1,429 70 1,359 4.90% 
Iraq 277 21 256 7.58% 
Mideast 
Conflict 1,448 62 1,386 4.28% 
Odd 176 16 160 9.09% 
Politics 2,650 187 2,463 7.06% 
Politics - 
Elections 1,185 69 1,116 5.82% 
Yahoo! 
 
Science 208 21 187 10.10% 
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Sports 2,635 245 2,390 9.30% 
Technology 2,754 171 2,583 6.21% 
Terrorism 842 42 800 4.99% 
US 2,161 189 1,972 8.75% 
World 6,734 236 6,498 3.50% 
Yahoo! 
Total 27,857 1,646 26,211 5.91% 
 
All 
Websites 60,298 2,437 57,861 4.04% 
3.4.3 Descriptive Statistics for the Supervised Learning Dataset 
The general headline statistics presented here are derived from all downloaded 
headlines minus those that had the same website, category, date, and time in order to 
obtain the most accurate representation of what actually existed on each website during 
the data collection time frame.  Figures 3-4 through 3-7 below show the number of 
headlines per feed for each website.  For all four websites, the “World”, “Business”, 
“Politics”, and “US” or “UK” (depending on the country) categories ranked in the top 5, 
based on the number of downloaded headlines, for each website.  Of particular interest is 
that CNN.com’ top two categories were Business and Sports, which may be because the 
CNN.com Sports headlines are provided by Sports Illustrated and the CNN.com 
Business/Financial headlines are provided by Money magazine.  Both of these magazines 
may provide more headlines for these feeds because it gives the user more opportunity to 
click on a headline of interest, which may in turn increase the chance that the user will 
ultimately wind up on the Sports Illustrated and Money websites.   
Business was also the top feed for the New York Times Online, however, this is 
understandable given the fact that this news website closely mirrors a traditional 
newspaper.  Yahoo! had both the greatest number of RSS feeds and headlines out of all 
four websites, which may be due to the fact that they only use wire stories and have a 
larger pool of headlines to post, especially when compared to a news website like the 
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New York Times Online who has journalists working on original stories each day.  
Unlike the other websites Entertainment feeds, Yahoo’s “Entertainment” feed ranked 
second 3,562 downloaded headlines, which may indicate that portal-type news website’s 
are geared more towards lighter “news”. 
Figure  3-4. BBC Online Headlines by Category 
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Figure  3-5. CNN.com Headlines by Category 
CNN.com
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Figure  3-6.  New York Times Online Headlines by Category 
NYT Online
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Figure  3-7. Yahoo! Headlines by Category 
Yahoo!
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Since each website could assign a headline to more than one news category, it was 
important to determine the average number of news categories assigned both overall and 
by website.  This analysis provided a rough estimation of how category-independent a 
website’s headlines were, as well as how difficult it would be for the “Top Story” 
headlines to be automatically classified.  Obviously, for headlines assigned to multiple 
news categories, the model will have a more difficult time determining the highest 
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probability that a headline belongs to a particular news category. Across all four 
websites, headlines were assigned an average of 1.17 news categories (see Table 3-4 for 
results by website). 
Table  3-4. Average Number of Categories per Headline by Website 
Website Avg. # of Categories per Headline 
BBC Online 1.22 
CNN.com 1.05 
New York Times 1.17 
Yahoo! 1.18 
 
The final set of descriptive statistics presented in this section shows the percent that 
each website’s news categories contribute to that website’s total downloaded headlines 
(see Table 3-5).  These percentages were used later to compared “Top Story” headline 
news categories to determine if certain news categories are more often selected as “Top 
Stories” than they contribute to a website’s total downloaded headlines.   
Table  3-5. News Categories as a Percent of Each Site’s Total Headlines 
News Category BBC CNN NYT Yahoo! 
Arts   9.1%  
Business 12.0% 34.5% 32.0% 6.4% 
Education 2.6% 2.1% 2.5%  
Entertainment 7.6% 6.3%  12.8% 
Health 5.3% 3.3% 4.4% 5.1% 
Iraq    1.0% 
Mideast Conflict    5.2% 
Odd  1.1%  0.6% 
Politics 8.8% 6.4%  9.5% 
Politics - Elections    4.3% 
Science 3.9% 2.1% 4.0% 0.7% 
Sports  18.5% 15.0% 9.5% 
Technology 3.1% 2.9% 7.3% 9.9% 
Terrorism    3.0% 
Travel  2.7%   
UK 33.3%    
US  9.2% 11.6% 7.8% 
World 23.5% 10.8% 14.0% 24.2% 
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Headlines assigned to the BBC’s UK and World feeds made up 57% of the BBC’s 
total downloaded headlines.  The New York Times Online and CNN.com were similar, in 
that, two categories, Business and Sports, combined for 53% and 47%, respectively, of 
each sites’ downloaded headlines.  The Entertainment and World feeds from Yahoo! 
contributed the most to its total number of headlines (37%).  Finally, for all four websites, 
there is a distinct trend that two categories constituted a large portion of the site’s total 
downloaded headlines (between 37% - 59% for all four sites).  This may be because these 
categories simply do have more headlines or because these categories had a few news 
headlines each day (i.e., a major story) that changed slightly during the day, resulting in a 
“new” headline. 
3.4.4 “Top Story” Descriptive Statistics 
 
Table 3-6 presents the number of downloaded Top Story headlines for each 
website.  Not surprising, Yahoo! had over twice as many top stories as CNN.com and 
almost twice as many top stories as both the BBC Online and the New York Times 
online. 
Table  3-6. Number of Downloaded Top Stories by Website (9/30 – 10/14)  
Website # of Headlines Avg. Per Day Min. Max.
Yahoo! 1009 72 30 90 
BBC Online 675 48 20 58 
New York Times 605 43 16 60 
CNN.com 362 26 10 37 
 
Figures 3-8 through 3-11 display the number of “Top Stories” for each website by day 
over the two week download period.  Interestingly, over the two week period, all four 
websites have slightly fewer “Top Story” headlines on Saturday, Sunday, and Thursday. 
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Figure  3-8. Number of Yahoo! Top Stories by Date 
Yahoo! Top Stories by Date
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Figure  3-9. Number of BBC Online Top Stories by Date 
BBC Online Top Stories by Date
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Figure  3-10. Number of NYT Online Top Stories by Date 
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Figure  3-11. Number of CNN.com Top Stories by Date 
CNN.com Top Stories by Date
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3.4.5 Text Parsing 
After importing, cleaning, and removing duplicates, the headlines were converted 
into SAS datasets (overall and one for each website) using DBMS Copy.  These datasets  
were then partitioned into training, validation, and test datasets (40%, 30%, and 30%, 
respectively) and parsed using SAS Text Miner.  The parsing procedure was configured 
to retain verbs, proper nouns, and nouns.  The following entity types were also selected to 
be recognized: locations, organizations, people, and product names.  Punctuation and 
numbers were ignored during parsing and the SAS-provided stop and synonym lists were 
used initially.  Stemming was also performed during the parsing process.  SAS Text 
Miner uses dictionary-based stemming and stemmed terms must be the same part-of-
speech as the original term.  Additional stop words were added to the stop list after 
parsing was complete by deselecting specific words from the parsed terms.  Based on a 
careful review of all the parsed terms, additional synonyms and stop words were 
identified and added by the author.  For example, the term “heart attack” was selected to 
represent “heart attacks”, “heart ailment”, and ‘heart failure”.  The additional stop words 
were predominately related to terms in the headline that would bias the supervised 
learning process.  For example, some “Technology” headlines were provided by 
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InfoWorld6 and the term “InfoWorld” appeared in each headline.  Leaving this term in 
the dataset might have biased any models because they could pick up on that term, rather 
than the terms in the actual headline, and associate it with a “Technology” headline. 
Table 3-7 shows the ten most frequently occurring terms in the supervised 
learning dataset headlines across all websites, from each website, as well as the from the 
“Top Story” headlines dataset.  The term’s frequency is included in parentheses and 
terms with a “+” indicate that the term is a stem. 
Table  3-7. Most Occurring Terms  
Rank All Headlines Yahoo! CNN.com BBC Online NYT Online Top Story 
1 u.s. (559) us (370) us (93) +death (96) us (106) iraq (91) 
2 +kill (441) kill (251) stock (79) football (95) profit (93) +kill (89) 
3 iraq (446) iraq (243) kill (53) +hit (78) time (92) u.s. (87) 
4 china (357) china (196) iraq (49) brown (75) business (91) myanmar (76)
5 bush (299) bush (189) bond (49) police (73) have (73) +clinton (45) 
6 +deal (286) israel (151) have (48) +kill (71) sport (73) pakistan (44) 
7 +death (279) world (148) record (48) man (70) china (70) +death (42) 
8 police (247) talk (141) wall (46) blair (69) may (66) +leader (42) 
9 +have (247) eu (139) deal (45) +deal (69) mets (65) +talk (41) 
10 uk (236) deal (127) report (45) +plan (69) case (63) iran (40) 
 
There is considerable overlap among each site’s most frequent occurring terms.  
Clearly, Yahoo!, with its large number of headlines, contributes greatly to the top terms 
from all sites’ headlines since the top 5 terms between Yahoo! itself and all headlines are 
the same.  Both CNN.com and the New York Times Online have more business related 
terms than do either the BBC Online or Yahoo! while these last two sites are the only 
ones that have political figures mentioned. 
The Top Story headlines introduce some new terms including “myanmar” and 
“iran”; however, “iraq”, “kill”, and “u.s.” were still the top three most occurring terms in 
                                                 
6 http://www.inforworld.com  
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the downloaded Top Story headlines.  Finally, U.S. politics comes into the picture with 
“clinton” appearing 45 times.   
3.4.6 Weighting and Dimensionality Reduction 
The parsing process in text mining results in a term-document frequency matrix 
that contains n terms in m documents.  This matrix is the quantitative representation of 
the text documents.  The next step in preparing this matrix for future use in modeling or 
clustering is to weight the terms in the matrix.  Weighting is the mechanism by which 
discriminating words (i.e., words that distinguish between documents of a certain 
category) are given more emphasis.  In general, words that occur frequently in a small 
number of documents are assigned a higher weight than words that appear infrequently 
but in a high number of documents.   
There are two sets of weights applied to the terms, local weights and global 
weights.  Local weights correspond to a term’s frequency in single document while 
global weights correspond to how a term occurs throughout all the documents (Albright 
et al., 2001).  Based on similar, previous studies (Raja et al., 2007; Albright, et al., 2001), 
log weighting was used for local weights and entropy was used for global weights.  Log 
weighting applies the log (base 2) of every frequency plus one to reduce the effect of a 
single word that is repeated often. Entropy weighting applies the highest weight to terms 
that occur infrequently in the document collection in order to emphasize words that occur 
in few documents within the corpus (SAS Institute, 2004). 
The number of dimensions in the weighted term document frequency matrix is 
generally too large to be useful during the modeling process, which requires that the 
number of dimensions be reduced.  SAS Text Miner utilizes the Singular Value 
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Decomposition (SVD) approach to dimensionality reduction.  The overall goal in using 
the SVD is to remove noise and synonymous words to exploit the documents’ underlying 
structural concepts.  In brief, this approach is a vector-based model that ignores word 
order and grammatical issues by converting the term document frequency matrix to 
vectors that are projected in a k-dimensional (where k < n) subspace.   
Typically, k takes on values between 50 and 150 with smaller values of k useful for 
clustering and large values of k better for classification (Calvo & Ceccatto, 2000; Osinski 
et al., 2004; Efron, 2002; SAS Institute, 2004).  Based on previous studies, k for this 
study was tested between 50 and 250 in order to validate the number of SVD dimensions 
that proved most accurate for classification (Efron, 2002; Albright, 2001).  Ultimately, 
the number of SVD dimensions used as input variables for model building performed 
well using the SVD dimensions selected by the Text Miner node, which are based on the 
resolution setting (high, medium, low) when the Text Miner node runs.  
3.5 Analysis 
3.5.1 Supervised Learning on Headlines with Known Categories 
Supervised learning was conducted across all websites and within each website 
using headlines associated with known categories (e.g., Sports) in order to build a model 
that would later be used to automatically categorize each “Top Story” headline.  For this 
study, the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithm was chosen to build the classifier (using 
the Memory Based Reasoning (MBR) node in SAS Enterprise Miner).  The kNN 
algorithm has been used in previous automatic classification studies with positive results 
(Albright et al., 2001; Calvo & Ceccatto, 2000; Yang et al., 2003).  The k- nearest 
neighbors algorithm predicts a target variable by retrieving the k-nearest neighbors, 
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based on the input variables, to the probe (i.e., unknown case) and then uses the values of 
the target variables from the retrieved examples to determine the predicted target value 
for the test case.  In the MBR node, the k-nearest neighbors are chosen based on the 
Euclidean distance between the example cases and the probe. 
3.5.2 Evaluation Metrics 
Three common metrics were used to evaluate the supervised learning results.  
These measures were precision, recall, and the F-statistic.  In the context of this study, 
precision was defined as the number of correctly predicted headlines for a specific 
category divided by the total number of headlines predicted to be in that category.  Recall 
was defined as the number of correctly predicted headlines for a specific category divided 
by the total number of headlines for that category over the whole collection of headlines.  
The F-statistic is often used as a single overall evaluation measure in automatic 
classification studies and, in this study, it is defined as the mean of precision and recall.   
3.5.3 “Top Story” Headline Analysis 
Two approaches were taken to determine the frequency with which news 
categories appeared as top stories.  First, the “Top Story” headlines downloaded between 
9/30/07 and 10/14/07 were automatically matched by title and website against the 
downloaded headlines for all individual feed categories for the same time period.  This 
process only matched headlines in instances where the headline that appeared in the Top 
Story feed was exactly the same as the related headline that appeared in the individual 
feed category (e.g., Sports).  Top stories that automatically matched were marked with a 
flag variable to indicate such.  The corresponding headline from the table containing 
headlines with known feed categories were also marked with a  “Top Story” flag variable 
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to indicate that a particular headline was also reported as a Top Story.  This flag variable 
was later used to extract the news category for each headline in order to assess each 
categories representation as a Top Story.    
The remaining unmatched Top Story headlines were then manually reviewed 
against downloaded headlines from the specific categories to identify their appropriate 
news category(s).  This process was completed by searching headlines from each website 
using keywords.  For example, a Top Story headline that contained the term “Darfur” and 
was not matched would be searched in the specific category headlines for the term 
“*Darfur*” and then matched by flagging the appropriate returned headline with the “Top 
Story” flag.  For headlines that were assigned to more than one news category, each 
category counted towards the total news categories represented in the Top Story 
headlines. 
In most cases, there were wording differences between the Top Story headline 
and the related headline from the specific news category which prevented the automatic 
match.  For example, the following “Top Story” headline from the BBC Online, “Congo 
minister sacked over crash” did not match automatically, but, after the manual review, 
was matched to the following headline from the BBC Online’s World category, “DRC 
minister sacked over crash”.  Wording changes of this nature are interesting in 
themselves, as it seems likely that the word “Congo” was used in the Top Story headline, 
instead of “DRC” (Democratic Republic of Congo), because readers would more readily 
recognize “Congo” and have somewhat of an idea as to where this incident took place 
than they would had “DRC” been used.  Finally, if a Top Story headline could not be 
matched to its mirror headline, but it was reasonable to assume what category would have 
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been assigned to the headline based on the website’s perceived rules, a category was 
assigned by the author.  These category assumptions were only made in situations where 
it was very clear what category would have been assigned to ensure that the results were 
not skewed.  For example, a story about a sports team would be marked as “Sports”.   
For all four sites, a portion of the Top Story headlines could not be matched with 
a news category.  The BBC Online and Yahoo! were not problematic with less than 5% 
of Top Stories being unmatched for both.  CNN.com and New York Times Online had 
more Top Story headlines that were not able to be matched at 10.5% and 15%, 
respectively.  The lower matching rates for these two sites are most likely due to not 
capturing all the feeds offered by the site.  For example, after review, the New York 
Times had a “New York/Region” that was not downloaded which some this site’s 
unmatched headlines were most likely associated with.  Table 3-8 summarizes the 
matching results for the Top Story headlines. 
Table  3-8. Automated Match Results for Top Story Headlines  
Website Matching Technique # of Headlines
Percent 
Automated 700 69.3% 
Manual 260 25.8% 
Unable to Match 49 4.9% Yahoo! 
Total Top Story Headlines 1009 100.0% 
Automated 58 16.0% 
Manual 266 73.5% 
Unable to Match 38 10.5% CNN.com 
Total Top Story Headlines 362 100.0% 
Automated 608 90.1% 
Manual 63 9.3% 
Unable to Match 4 0.6% BBC Online 
Total Top Story Headlines 675 100.0% 
Automated 299 49.4% 
Manual 215 35.5% 
Unable to Match 91 15.0% New York Times 
Total Top Story Headlines 605 100.0% 
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The second approach used to identify the news categories for the Top Story 
headlines applied the model developed during the supervised learning task for each 
website to that website’s “Top Story” headlines using the Scoring node in SAS Enterprise 
Miner.  The Scoring node applied the SAS code generated for each model to a set of new 
instances, in this case the Top Story headlines.   
4 Results 
4.1 Automatic Classification Supervised Learning 
During the supervised learning task, it became clear that small values of k nearest 
neighbors (< 8) increased performance for the training dataset; however, when that model 
was applied to the validation and test data sets, performance degraded substantially.  This 
implied that the model was over fitting to the training dataset.  It was also observed that 
as the value of k nearest neighbors increased, performance on the training datasets 
decreased (overall misclassification rate between 50% and 70%); however, when those 
results were applied to the validation and test data sets, the model’s performance 
degraded much less.  This scenario was particularly true when training on headlines from 
all websites, as opposed to headlines from a specific website. 
Another factor affecting model performance was the uneven distribution of news 
categories within each website.  Recall that all four websites had two categories which 
made up 37%-60% of the site’s total downloaded headlines.  Baoli, Qin, and Shiwen 
(2004) note both of these problems and indicate that a small value of k nearest neighbors 
causes a loss of discriminatory power and that large classes (i.e., categories) bias results 
towards themselves because they overwhelm the voting process for the new instance. 
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4.1.1 Supervised Learning across All Websites 
The model that was developed using headlines from all four websites used 116 
SVD dimensions as input variables and 8 nearest neighbors to predict the news category.  
The model had an overall misclassification rate of 47% for the training dataset and 58% 
for both the validation and test datasets.  Table 4-1 shows the precision, recall, and F-
statistic for each news category over the whole corpus of training dataset headlines.   
Table  4-1. Evaluation Metrics for All Websites Classification 
Category Precision Recall F-Statistic 
Arts .668 .455 .562 
Business .577 .668 .623 
Education .497 .320 .409 
Entertainment .466 .496 .481 
Health .533 .487 .510 
Iraq .500 .047 .274 
Mideast Conflict .654 .446 .550 
Odd .400 .033 .217 
Politics .465 .401 .433 
Politics - Elections .480 .564 .522 
Science .292 .171 .232 
Sports .650 .660 .655 
Technology .457 .532 .495 
Terrorism .426 .284 .355 
Travel .143 .098 .121 
UK .477 .296 .387 
US .467 .275 .371 
World .532 .707 .620 
 
 Across all four websites, the Business, Sports, and the World categories had the 
best recall rates while Arts, Mideast Conflict, and Sports had the best precision rates. The 
Arts and Mideast Conflict categories most likely had better precision rates because the 
headlines in these categories had discriminating terminology (e.g., Palestinians or Israel; 
theatre) which allowed them to be more accurately classified.  However, their recall rates 
were low most likely because these categories were confused with the Entertainment and 
World categories, respectively.  Indeed, 17% percent of Arts headlines were misclassified 
as Entertainment and 39% of the Mideast Conflict headlines were classified as World. 
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4.1.2 Supervised Learning By Website 
4.1.2.1 Yahoo! 
The model that was developed using Yahoo!’s headlines used 86 SVD 
dimensions as input variables and 6 nearest neighbors to predict the news category.  The 
model had an overall misclassification rate of 38% for the training dataset and 51% for 
both the validation and test datasets.  The precision, recall, and F-statistic for each 
Yahoo! news category are shown in Table 4-2. 
Table  4-2. Evaluation Metrics for Yahoo! Headlines 
Category Precision Recall F-Statistic 
Business .647 .641 .644 
Entertainment .578 .573 .576 
Health .749 .575 .662 
Iraq .500 .168 .334 
Mideast Conflict .752 .635 .694 
Odd .500 .047 .274 
Politics .596 .465 .531 
Politics - Elections .561 .641 .601 
Science .529 .120 .325 
Sports .787 .725 .756 
Technology .653 .688 .671 
Terrorism .410 .424 .417 
US .546 .355 .451 
World .582 .766 .674 
 
Yahoo’s top three performing categories were Sports, Mideast Conflict, and 
World, based on the F-statistic measure.  Predictably, the least represented Yahoo! news 
categories, Odd and Science, performed the worst with these categories having the lowest 
scores for all three evaluation measures.  Yahoo’s Sports, World, and Technology 
categories had the best recall rates.  With respect to precision, Sports, Mideast Conflict, 
and Health had the best results, although recall was not as good for both Mideast Conflict 
and Health.  Again, the model misclassified 17% percent of the Health headlines and 
26% of the Mideast Conflict headlines into the World category. 
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4.1.2.2 BBC Online 
The model that was developed using the BBC Online headlines used 100 SVD 
dimensions as input variables and 8 nearest neighbors to predict the news category.  The 
model had an overall misclassification rate of 46% for the training dataset and 61% for 
both the validation and test datasets.  Table 4-3 displays the precision, recall, and F-
statistic from the training dataset for each BBC Online news category. 
Table  4-3. Evaluation Statistics for BBC Online Headlines 
Category Precision Recall F-Statistic 
Business .575 .514 .545 
Education .493 .475 .484 
Entertainment .468 .540 .504 
Health .467 .411 .439 
Politics .441 .333 .387 
Science .437 .146 .292 
Technology .243 .205 .224 
UK .561 .667 .614 
World .570 .575 .573 
 
The best performing BBC Online categories, based on the F-statistic, were its 
Business, World, and UK categories.  This is not a surprising result, given the high 
number headlines contained in each of these categories to inform the model.  Overall, the 
BBC Online model had a harder job correctly classifying the headlines than did the other 
websites.  This may be due to the fact that the BBC Online assigned the most number of 
categories to each headline at 1.22, which could increase confusion for the model. 
4.1.2.3 CNN.com 
The model developed using the CNN.com headlines used 87 SVD dimensions as 
input variables and consulted the 5 nearest neighbors to predict the news category.  The 
model had an overall misclassification rate of 35% for the training dataset and 49% for 
both the validation and test datasets.  The precision, recall, and F-statistic from the 
training dataset for each CNN.com news category is shown in Table 4-4. 
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Table  4-4.  Evaluation Statistics for CNN.com Headlines 
Category Precision Recall F-Statistic 
Business .670 .890 .780 
Education .571 .324 .448 
Entertainment .520 .360 .440 
Health .594 .360 .477 
Odd .400 .057 .229 
Politics .691 .502 .597 
Science .575 .315 .445 
Sports .692 .763 .728 
Technology .463 .194 .329 
Travel .500 .290 .395 
US .601 .345 .473 
World .567 .644 .606 
 
CNN.com’s Business, Sports, and World categories had the highest recall results, 
most likely because these categories are most often represented in the CNN.com 
headlines.  Similar to Yahoo, CNN.com’s Sports category was the overall top performer. 
Although the U.S. category had similar numbers of headlines as the World category (804 
vs. 949) the model performed with respect to recall for the U.S. category, which may be 
due to the fact that headlines in the U.S. category had additional categories applied to 
them more frequently, leaving the model with greater uncertainty about the headlines’ 
true category.  The “World” category probably also had distinguishing terms (e.g., the 
names of foreign countries or foreign leaders), which allowed the model to more 
accurately classifies headlines from this category. 
4.1.3 New York Times Online 
The model developed using the New York Times Online headlines used 86 SVD 
dimensions as input variables and 6 nearest neighbors to predict the news category.  The 
model had an overall misclassification rate of 38% for the training dataset, 49% for the 
validation dataset, and 51% for the test dataset.  The precision, recall, and F-statistic from 
the training dataset for each New York Times online news category are shown in Table 
4-5. 
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Table  4-5. Evaluation Statistics for NYT Online Headlines 
Category Precision Recall F-Statistic 
Arts .710 .664 .687 
Business .632 .813 .723 
Education .655 .375 .515 
Health .279 .364 .322 
Science .400 .193 .297 
Sports .749 .670 .710 
Technology .481 .268 .375 
US .400 .397 .399 
World .666 .621 .644 
 
Similar to the other websites, the NYT Online’s Business, Sports, and World 
categories had the best performance.  This is not surprising, given that these three 
categories had the greatest number of headlines.  The “Arts” category also did reasonably 
well, most likely because it had a sufficient number of headlines (n=809), as well as 
terms within those headlines that made the category more distinguishable from the other 
categories.  The U.S. category again did not perform well, which is consistent with the 
results from the other websites. 
4.2 Top Stories 
4.2.1 Headline Matching 
Table 4-6 on the following page presents the results of matching the downloaded 
Top Story headlines to headlines from the specific feeds within the same time frame.  The 
number of headlines per category is not mutually exclusive since each headline could be 
associated with more than one news category.  The denominator used for each website 
was the number of downloaded Top Story headlines minus the number of unmatched 
headlines for that website. 
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Table  4-6. Downloaded Top Story Headlines by Category  
Website Feed Category 
# of Top 
Stories 
% of Top 
Stories 
% of All 
Headlines Difference
World 322 33.5% 24.2% 9.3% 
Politics 164 17.1% 9.5% 7.6% 
US 115 12.0% 7.8% 4.2% 
Politics - Elections 99 10.3% 4.3% 6.0% 
Iraq 98 10.2% 1.0% 9.2% 
Entertainment 95 9.9% 12.8% -2.9% 
Sports 92 9.6% 9.5% 0.1% 
Business 49 5.1% 6.4% -1.3% 
Health 43 4.5% 5.1% -0.6% 
Science 43 4.5% 0.7% 3.8% 
Odd 34 3.5% 0.6% 2.9% 
Technology 26 2.7% 9.9% -7.2% 
Terrorism 25 2.6% 3.0% -0.4% 
Yahoo! 
Mideast Conflict 18 1.9% 5.2% -3.3% 
US 110 34.0% 9.2% 24.8% 
World 88 27.2% 10.8% 16.4% 
Politics 47 14.5% 6.4% 8.1% 
Entertainment 28 8.6% 6.3% 2.3% 
Sports 20 6.2% 18.5% -12.3% 
Technology 18 5.6% 2.9% 2.7% 
Business 17 5.2% 34.5% -29.3% 
Health 13 4.0% 3.3% 0.7% 
Science 5 1.5% 2.1% -0.6% 
Travel 3 0.9% 2.7% -1.8% 
CNN.com 
Education 1 0.3% 2.1% -1.8% 
World 499 74.4% 23.5% 50.9% 
UK 93 13.9% 33.3% -19.4% 
Business 77 11.5% 12.0% -0.5% 
Science 45 6.7% 3.9% 2.8% 
Health 36 5.4% 5.3% 0.1% 
Entertainment 34 5.1% 7.6% -2.5% 
Technology 32 4.8% 3.1% 1.7% 
Politics 25 3.7% 8.8% -5.1% 
BBC Online 
Education 3 0.4% 2.6% -2.2% 
World 182 35.8% 14.0% 21.8% 
US 164 32.2% 11.6% 20.6% 
Business 76 14.9% 32.0% -17.1% 
Sports 65 12.8% 15.0% -2.2% 
Arts 27 5.3% 9.1% -3.8% 
Technology 23 4.5% 7.3% -2.8% 
Health 21 4.1% 4.4% -0.3% 
Science 15 2.9% 4.0% -1.1% 
New York  
Times  
Online 
Education 5 1.0% 2.5% -1.5% 
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For all websites, “World” was the predominant category represented in the Top 
Story headlines.  The BBC Online had the highest percentage of “World” top story 
headlines at 72%; this is not surprising given the BBC’s reputation for presenting an 
“international perspective”.  Yahoo! and the New York Times Online each had 20% – 
25% of “World” top story headlines, while CNN had 18%.  The “Difference” column in 
Table 4-6 shows the percent difference between a category’s representation in the Top 
Story headlines minus its representation across the headlines downloaded over the initial 
three month period which were used for supervised learning (see Table 3-5).  A negative 
value in the “Diff” column indicates that the category was represented less often in the 
downloaded Top Story headlines than it was in downloaded headlines from the original 
three months of downloaded headlines 
Yahoo’s “Politics”, “Politics – Elections”, and “Iraq” feeds were represented 
roughly 5-8% more frequently as Top Stories than they were in the original three months 
of Yahoo downloaded headlines.  The results for CNN revealed that the “US” and 
“World” categories from that site were represented 25% and 16% more often in the top 
stories, respectively.  The percentage that CNN.com’s “Sports” and “Business” 
categories contributed to its Top Stories dropped considerably, which seems to support 
the earlier mentioned idea that Sport Illustrated and Money Magazine simply provide 
more headlines to CNN.com for these categories.   
The BBC Online had considerably more “World” stories represented in its top 
stories, with the “World” category appearing 49%.  The “UK” category appeared 19.8% 
less often in Top Story headlines than it did over all BBC Online headlines.  The 
remaining BBC Online categories were very stable in their contribution to Top Story 
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headlines versus all headlines.  Headlines from the New York Times Online’s “World” 
and “US” categories were represented more often, around 21%, in Top Stories from that 
site; however, the “Business” category was represented 23% less often in Top Story 
headlines versus all headlines. 
4.2.2 Automatic Classification of Top Story Headlines 
Given the overall poor performance of the models developed during the 
supervised learning task, the automatic classification of the top story headlines was 
conducted primarily as a learning exercise for the author.  Despite overall poor 
performance of the models, when the automatic classification results for the Top Story 
headlines from each site were compared with the matching results from that site, the 
automatic classification did reasonably well for some categories. 
4.2.2.1 Across All Websites 
Table 4-7 on the following page shows the automatic classification results for the 
2,651 Top Story headlines from all sites using the model developed based on headlines 
and category titles from all four sites. 
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Table  4-7. Automatic Classification Results for All Top Story Headlines 
Category Frequency Percent
Arts 12 0.4525 
Business 335 12.6320
Education 17 0.6410 
Entertainment 191 7.2021 
Health 88 3.3183 
Iraq 1 0.0377 
Mideast Conflict 36 1.3575 
Odd 2 0.0754 
Politics 179 6.7496 
Politics - Elections 94 3.5445 
Science 45 1.6968 
Sports 257 9.6908 
Technology 172 6.4857 
Terrorism 21 0.7919 
Travel 2 0.0754 
UK 123 4.6380 
US 138 5.2036 
World 939 35.4072
4.2.2.2 Yahoo! 
Table 4-8 on the following presents the automatic classification results for the 
1009 Yahoo! top story headlines alongside the headline matching results. 
Table  4-8. Yahoo! Top Story Automatic Classification versus Headline Matching 
Automatic Classification Headline Matching    
Category Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
World 390 38.70% 322 33.50% 
US 93 9.20% 115 12.00% 
Entertainment 89 8.80% 95 9.90% 
Politics 84 8.30% 164 17.10% 
Sports 79 7.80% 92 9.60% 
Politics - Elections 74 7.30% 99 10.30% 
Technology 62 6.10% 26 2.70% 
Business 37 3.70% 49 5.10% 
Terrorism 36 3.60% 25 2.60% 
Health 35 3.50% 43 4.55% 
Mideast Conflict  21 2.10% 18 1.90% 
Iraq 5 0.50% 98 10.20% 
Science 4 0.40% 43 4.50% 
Odd 0 0.00% 34 3.5% 
Total 1009 100% 1218* - 
*Total headlines is different because each headline could be included in multiple categories 
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For many categories, particularly Entertainment and Mideast Conflict, the results 
of the two classification methods are similar.  Several categories, however, including 
Iraq, Science, and Odd, had far fewer headlines classified by the model than were 
identified by the headline matching approach.  This finding makes sense when the recall 
measure for these three categories, .168 (Iraq), .120 (Science), and .047 (Odd), 
respectively, is taken into consideration. 
4.2.2.3 BBC Online 
Table 4-9 presents the breakout of how the 675 BBC Online top story headlines 
were automatically classified into the BBC news categories, alongside the headline 
matching results for the BBC Online’s top stories. 
Table  4-9. BBC Online! Top Story Automatic Classification versus Headline Matching 
Automatic Classification Headline Matching 
Category Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
World 247 36.6 499 74.4% 
UK 235 35.0 93 13.9% 
Business 55 8.2 77 11.5% 
Entertainment 44 6.5 34 5.1% 
Education 7 1.0 3 0.3% 
Politics 35 5.2 25 3.7% 
Health 24 3.6 36 5.4% 
Technology 18 2.7 32 4.8% 
Science 10 1.5 45 6.7% 
Total 675 100.0% 844 - 
 
 The BBC Online model classified over 70% of all the BBC Online top stories into 
the World and UK categories.  This is generally consistent with the headline matching 
results, although the model classified approximately 2.5 times more headlines (235 vs. 
93) into the UK category than were found using the headline matching approach.  A 
partial explanation of this result is that the UK category had a higher overall recall rate 
than the World category.  The remaining BBC Online categories had similar results 
between the two approaches. 
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4.2.2.4 CNN.com 
Table 4-10 gives the breakout for how the 362 CNN.com Top Story headlines 
were automatically classified alongside the headline matching results for CNN.com’s top 
stories. 
Table  4-10. CNN.com Top Story Automatic Classification versus Headline Matching 
Automatic Classification Headline Matching 
Category Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Business 112 31.0% 17 5.2% 
World 90 24.% 88 27.2% 
Sports 63 17.% 20 6.2% 
Entertainment 25 6.9% 28 8.6% 
US 25 6.9% 110 34.0% 
Politics 24 6.6% 47 14.5% 
Health 11 3.0% 13 4.0% 
Education 6 1.7% 1 0.3% 
Travel 4 1.1% 3 0.9% 
Technology 2 5.5% 18 5.6% 
Total 362 100% 345 - 
 
 The automatic classification results for CNN.com, when compared to the headline 
matching results, were generally consistent for the World, Entertainment, Health, and 
Travel categories.  However, more headlines were classified as Business or Sports by the 
model than were identified by matching headlines.  The Sports and Business categories 
for CNN.com had the highest precision and recall rates, which is most likely the reason 
for this result.  The U.S. category had far fewer headlines automatically classified than 
were identified in the headline matching approach.  Applying the U.S. category recall rate 
of .345 to the 110 headlines identified as belonging to the US category from the headline 
matching leaves 38 headlines, which is closer to the 25 headlines classified as US. 
4.2.2.5 New York Times Online 
Table 4-11 presents the breakout for how the 605 New York Times Online top 
story headlines were automatically classified, alongside the headline matching results for 
the New York Times Online top stories. 
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Table  4-11. NYT Online Top Story Automatic Classification versus Headline Matching 
Automatic Classification Headline Matching 
Category Frequency Percent Frequency Percent 
Business 196 32.4% 76 14.9% 
World 118 19.5% 182 35.8% 
US 94 15.5% 164 32.2% 
Sports 86 14.2% 65 12.8% 
Health 41 6.8% 21 4.1% 
Arts 26 4.3% 27 5.3% 
Technology 23 3.8% 23 4.5% 
Science 13 2.2% 15 2.9% 
Education 8 1.3% 5 1.0% 
Total 605 100.0% 578 - 
 
 Given, the higher number of unmatched headlines for the New York Times 
headlines, these results should be interpreted with caution. The Arts, Technology, 
Science, and Education categories each had similar results for both approaches.  More 
headlines were automatically classified as World and fewer were classified as U.S. than 
the results from the headline matching for each of these two categories.  This finding is 
most likely due to the higher recall rate for the World category (.621) and the lower recall 
rate for the U.S. category (.321).  Similarly, more headlines were classified into the 
Business category than were identified from the headline matching approach.  Again, this 
result is probably related to the high recall rate (.813) for the Business category. 
5 Discussion 
It proved difficult to build a single model using headlines from all four websites that 
could accurately classify the headlines into their respective news categories.  This is not 
surprising given the fact that, while all four websites had some common categories, they 
each could have news categories that were specific to them.  For example, a Yahoo! 
headline appearing in the Yahoo!-only “Iraq” category could be very similar to a 
CNN.com headline related to the Iraq war but which was assigned to CNN.com’s 
“World” category.   
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Further confounding the success of the automatic classification was the uneven 
distribution of headlines across the various categories.  This skewed distribution caused 
the dominant categories to overwhelm the nearest neighbors that were identified to 
predict the news category for the new instance.  The model that was developed based on 
all four websites’ headlines was also much more sensitive to changes in the number of k 
nearest neighbors, with small numbers of k over fitting the model and making it unable to 
accurately predict categories for the validation and test datasets.  
The classification models for each specific website performed somewhat better, 
particularly for the categories that had a greater number of headlines or distinctive words 
that allowed for greater differentiation among headlines.  The Business, Sports, and 
World categories consistently performed the best for each individual website because 
they had large numbers of examples to train on and these categories most likely have 
words which distinguish them from other categories (e.g., stock market).  In general, the 
performance of the k nearest neighbor algorithm did better for some categories than 
others, which is consistent with Albright et al, 2001.  Small values of k had less of an 
impact, in terms of degradation between training and validation/test datasets, in the 
website specific models.  This is possibly due to the fact that each website’s headlines are 
better tailored to the news categories for that site, such that when a new instance is given, 
the model is likely to classify it correctly. 
Identifying the Top Story headlines’ news category reveals several findings when 
comparing the percentage a category contributed to the Top Story headlines versus the 
percentage the same category contributed to the three months of downloaded headlines 
used for training.  First, at least with respect to Yahoo!, there seems to have been an 
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increase in the number of political stories reported as Top Stories, particularly those 
related to the 2008 US presidential election.  Both of Yahoo’s “politics” categories were 
represented almost 5% more in the more recent Top Story headlines versus the original 
three months of downloaded headlines.  The parsed terms also provide some evidence for 
this increased emphasis in election stories with the term “clinton” appearing in the top ten 
most frequent terms.  This finding is consistent with a recently released report from the 
Project for Excellence in Journalism which found that Hillary Clinton has received the 
most coverage to date, in terms of stories, of all the 2008 U.S. presidential candidates 
(Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2007b). 
Overall, headlines from the “World” category appeared to be the dominate news 
category among all Top Story headlines.  The “World” category was also each website’s 
highest percentage category within their respective downloaded Top Story headlines.  
Specific to CNN.com and the New York Times Online was the fact that each site had a 
substantial decrease in Business headlines tapped to be Top Stories.  This may indicate 
that, while these two websites are more “business” focused based on the percentage that 
each site’s Business category contributed to the original three months of data, it does not 
necessarily mean that these headlines will be selected as Top Stories.  A possible reason 
for this scenario is that the websites select their Top Stories based on which headlines 
will attract and retain the most readers to their site. 
There does not seem to be an increased emphasis on choosing Entertainment 
stories as Top Stories.  The author’s belief all along has been that the Entertainment 
category would receive more Top Story headlines than other categories.  However, none 
of the four sites displayed headlines from the Entertainment category at a higher 
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percentage in their Top Story headlines than was present in the original three months of 
downloaded headlines.  Based on these finding, it seems that online news consumers who 
only scan Top Story headlines will obtain more World events news than other types of 
news, but it cannot be known whether reading these headlines translates into a more 
informed perspective on these events. 
Finally, most striking to the author are the most frequently occurring parsed 
terms.  While these parsed terms are raw results and cannot be interpreted as findings, it 
is striking that a preponderance of them have a negative connotation.  For example, “kill” 
and “death” are common across all four websites, while terms such as “love” and “care” 
are almost non-existent.  While this study cannot address the impact of these headlines on 
individuals, it is interesting to consider how repetitive consumption of headlines with 
decidedly unpleasant content might affect an individual’s outlook on the future.  
Certainly, stories should not be ignored simply because they deal with difficult subjects; 
however, it is my opinion that there is a need to present more stories that have decidedly 
positive outcomes. 
Finally, I return to the original research questions that motivated this study: Can 
online news headlines be automatically classified into their correct news category using 
only text contained in the headline? and “Which news categories are most often presented 
as “Top Stories” on news websites?”.  With respect to the first research question, it seems 
that, for some categories, the text contained in the headline is sufficient to automatically 
classify the headline.  This is particularly true for news categories which have distinct 
terminology (e.g., “stock market” for the Business category) that is rarely used in other 
categories.  With respect to the second research question, Top Story online news 
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headlines are dominated by the “World” and “US/UK” categories.  That is, online news 
consumers will see headlines from these two categories most often, although this does not 
tell us what the stories are about within those categories.  Following these two categories, 
Top Story headlines are most often associated with the Sports, Business, and 
Entertainment categories.  From these results, it appears that online news consumers do 
get a decent variety of news categories represented as Top Stories. 
5.1 Limitations 
This study had several limitations with respect to the data collection technique 
employed.  First, not all feeds were downloaded from each website.  For example, 
Yahoo’s “Opinion/Editorial” feed was not downloaded.  Not downloading headlines from 
all feeds introduces potential bias since I did not capture all possible headlines produced 
by a website, and thus, I may have a slightly biased dataset.  While I did not download all 
feeds, I did download a vast majority of each site’s feeds such that that the final dataset 
used for analysis contains an accurate representation of the site’s total headlines for the 
given time period. 
 Second, the news aggregator software used encountered downloading errors 
which I did not track.  These errors were primarily related to a bad internet connection or 
an error contacting the site.  Also, if the news aggregator software was not open on the 
computer, the feeds were not downloaded.  There were also occasional days when the 
news aggregator software was turned off or when my computer shut down 
unintentionally.  Again, while these issues undoubtedly contributed to some missed 
headlines, I do not feel that they were of a magnitude to bias the dataset, particularly 
given the large sample size. 
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 I was also limited in the number of Top Story headlines that could be downloaded 
due to a feed error with several Yahoo! feeds.  The original plan was to download one 
month’s worth of Top Story headlines, but I was only able to download two weeks worth.  
Thus, the two week timeframe for the Top Story headlines may not give the most 
complete picture of the categories that each website most often labels as a Top Story. 
 The automatic classification process was also limited by only using text contained 
in the headline.  I believe this was partly responsible for the low accurate classification 
rates.   Ultimately, a headline alone may not contain enough discriminatory power to 
develop an accurate model for automatic classification.  Previous studies have used a 
headline in conjunction with either an abstract or short story description for classification 
tasks. 
6 Conclusion and Future Work 
Although the automatic classification results of this study were not stellar, they do 
show that news stories can be classified, to a certain extent, into their respective news 
topics based solely on text contained in the headline.  Clearly, the results of this study 
show that automatic classification worked better for the Sports, Business, and World 
categories than for others, most likely because these categories had a nexus of many 
training examples and distinctive words in the headline, making it easy for the model to 
correctly predict headlines from these categories. 
The Top Story headlines analysis found that, in general, World headlines, followed 
by US/UK, Politics, and Entertainment headlines were the news categories most often 
represented in the Top Story headlines.  It cannot be known based on this study whether 
or not the these categories are the ones most often viewed or clicked on to read the full 
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story.  An initial step to determine the stories most often read by online news consumers 
would be to determine which categories most often show up in each site’s “Most 
Viewed” feeds. 
This study represents a starting point for me to better understand both text mining 
and the online news phenomenon.  Future work on news websites will include an analysis 
by website in order to highlight differences across different types of websites, as well as 
examining what headline features might be predictive of a headline being assigned as a 
“Top Story”.  For example, do Yahoo! and BBC differ in the categories most often given 
a “Top Story” status?  Additional work will focus on a more granular classification of the 
existing categories.  For example, instead of classifying stories as “Politics”, one could 
categorizes headlines based on presidential candidates or issues.  Text mining is a field 
that has many potential applications and is only beginning to be recognized as a practical 
solution to real world problems.   
One application that I am exploring, through my work at RTI International, is 
whether text mining techniques can be applied effectively for public safety and homeland 
security.  Officials in these areas have inordinate amounts of unstructured text data that 
could contain clues to the next terrorist attack or upsurge in crime yet, too often; this data 
remains unanalyzed due to the complexity and time involved.  By applying text mining 
processes to these data, new insight can be given to some of the most challenging 
problems of our time.
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